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a 3D simulation. The array that would be considerably extended is ITpcEL, whichwould gain one dimension: the necessary memory is multiplied by the number ofcells in the grid (here x2A40), but this array occupied less than ooith of tfr" totuf,in 2D, with lrp 104. one of the biggest array is rtÈtoc, which has no reason rovary. Therefore, the memoïy increase in 3D, due only to physical vectors (like thepositions of the particles) is not a major penalizing factor. 
"

5. Isorrrnnuer Corr,,^psn or,,c,N Axra'y SyuunrRrc Crouo

To compare o-ur method with other hydrodynamic codes we have simulatedisothermal collapes of axially symmetric clâuds. The calculations are performed ina meridian plane using cylindrical coordinates r, 0, z, where the azimuthal coor_dinate 0 dogs not appear explicitly because of the assumption of axiar symmetry:
each particle represents a small toroidal element. Accordingly, the Lagrangian
equations are given below in cylindrical coordinates.
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where g, P, A, / are respectively the density, pressure (thermal and viscous),specific angular momentum, and gravitational potËntial. Thà poirron equation forthe gravity is solved by a FFT method. of course this method is not optimal forvariable resolution calculations, since gravity is computed on a grid, which is fixedspatially for all the fluid. In the .outré of the collapse, howeverlthe total grid hasbeen adjusted to the total extension of the fluid, i.e., the spatiai'rlsolution evolvestoward smaller grid size with time. we think that the spatially variable resolution
is much more important for the fluid hydrodynamics, since it is based on calcula_tions over the sole neighbours, than foi the long-range gravitation forces. we usethis method as a comparative test of the program, and we confer the reader togridless methods such.:as the tree code to sotve tiris pro,uteni'fll . The latter,however, consume much more computing time.

More precisely, we solve the N-body interactions in2D, since the 3D probrem isaxisymmetric. The particles represent tori all with the same vertical axis Oz,and thesame mass' The convolution of density and gravitational potential is transformed ina simple product in the z-direction only. A direct convolution is made in ther-olrectron.
The potential between particles of coordinates (r,z) and (r,,2,) is that betweentwo tori of radii r and r, and altitude z and z,:
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